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TRANSFORMING THE ROLE OF THE CMO

Marketers have evolved beyond a mere communications
conduit to customers.

Building the Roadmap for 2022
Business Planning

The Global CMO Growth
Council General Assembly at
the 2021 Cannes LIONS Festival
brought together over 100
CMO delegates from the
world’s top brands for an
important discussion on
actions to take, both
individually and collectively for
the year ahead.

Now, as CMOs prepare business
planning for 2022, we are taking
stock in our readiness to lead
modern business forward. CMOs
are best suited to lead because we
are central to all organizations. We
are connected to all stakeholders –
both internally and externally. And,
we have a strong hold on the
insights that build “Brands for
Humans” strategies, messaging and
experiences that drive growth.

Decisions made during the
forum will impact the entire
marketing ecosystem.
The Growth Council represents
the world’s only gathering of
CMOs directly aimed at moving
the industry forward.

Over the past 4 years nearly
1,200 CMOs have been working
together to reframe the
marketing function. And over
the past year – society and
business have been transformed
- and the marketing industry has
transformed too.
“Stakeholder capitalism” has
taken root, and organizations
around the world are working to
synchronize business operations
with the interests and needs of
humanity. In fulfilling this
expanded mission, many CEOs
have found a new humanity
partner in their chief marketing
officer.

The chief consideration in
planning for the year ahead is to
ask yourself – what do your
stakeholders expect from you?

1. Actions Beyond Ads
CMOs need to help the entire
organization move beyond
“ads” to deliver their brand’s
promise through its actions.
2. The Engine for Creativity
and Innovation

CMOs need to help the entire
organization move beyond
“ads” to deliver their brand’s
promise through its actions.
3. Elevate Brand Experience
CMOs need to help the entire
organization move beyond
“ads” to deliver their brand’s
promise through its actions.
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1. ACTIONS BEYOND ADS
CMOs need to help the entire organization move beyond “ads” to deliver their brand’s promise through its actions. Marketing helps the
company commit to and act upon authentic and insightful human connections. Marketing helps the entire company better leverage data and
emerging technology to fuel relevance and authenticity at scale.

CMOs must be silo connectors.

The role of the CMO is to be the
trustee of the brand.

• Marketing is the glue that
holds the organization
together. As a CMO, your
hands need to be in
everything. Get involved in
every business and every
initiative in your organization.
• Embed your team in product,
in HR with people, analytics.
Marketing should be a web
across the company and your
role is to connect the dots that
aren’t being seen.

• Many CMOs are missing
brand purpose. You must
ensure that brand purpose
remains rooted in brand DNA.
It cannot come from left field.
It must be decisive, distinctive,
and durable.

Access the ANA’s cross-functional
Industry growth agenda. LINK

• Create brand lighthouses to
shine the light in the direction
your brand is going. Use your
voice within the organization
to tell distinct brand stories
over and over again.
• CMOs must destroy and
eliminate barriers (excuses,
lies, truth, unrealistic
expectation) to brand
engagement.
Download the Agility Minded
marketing Oath LINK

• Strong brands come from
strong brand narratives. You
have to rally the entire
organization around your
brand’s purpose.
• Demonstrate and live your
brand purpose. Challenge
your team to become brand
beacons. If your team doesn’t
believe in the purpose, you
can get lost and stuck.
• Hunger, heart, and harmony..
CMOs must leverage tech to
help stakeholders transform
their lives for better. What
more can you do to evolve
brand experiences? You may
not have the answer, but you
can envision what it looks like
through new technology.

The ANA Center for Brand
Purpose provides
education, guidance, and
leadership for purposedriven marketing. LINK

Gain insight into tech
trends that are reshaping
marketing disciplines in
profound ways. LINK
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2. THE ENGINE FOR CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION
Marketing fuels a culture of innovation, creativity, empathy, and inclusion throughout the entire organization and with its partners.
Marketing helps the entire company demand creative excellence and vanguardian ideas, enable company-wide agility for innovation, and help
the company keep “people first”, with their wants and needs at the heart of everything the company does.

Bring customer-first strategies
from utopia to real world.
• Marketers must speak for
humans (B4H). Put humans at
the heart of your business. But
don’t treat them as if they have
no heart. Connect with them
with conviction. Serve them
using creativity.
• Think “intersectionally”.
Marketers are catalysts and
conveners. We must bring the
humans, consumers, and
insights to bear within the
organization.
• Create cross-functional
“panels” throughout the
organization – trained groups
that act as filters for all
messaging. This helps eliminate
mistakes when the right voices
aren’t represented in the room.
• Creativity needs:
- Time to be creative - not
always focused on agility.
- Open space to create and not
focused on templates.

- Empowerment so people feel
as if they can create.

Create a “mural of the market.”
• Diversity and inclusion fuel
creativity. Ensure that anyone
who touches anything creative
and or innovative represents
the communities you serve.
Activate the B4H Growth
Platform. Download the B4H
Mission Statement. LINK

• Rewire every element of
customer engagement to
reflect your market.

Access a complete set of
Global CMO Growth
Council resources on DEI
applications. LINK

1. Talent - does your team
reflect society?
2. Brand - Revisit the way you
generate insights, the way
you target people, the way
you think about casting,
3. Suppliers - how diverse are
your suppliers? How can you
help prepare them to serve
your organization, more
authentically?

Download the Essential Digest
from Cannes LIONS: The State
of Creativity. LINK

Access “All IN” – the new
inclusive marketing toolkit
from Google. LINK

4. Communities - develop
products and marketing
with them.
• Consider underserved
communities to generate
economic opportunity and
societal good.

From The Harris Poll and
HUE, a study that lays out
the challenges in promoting
a diverse workforce. LINK
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3. ELEVATE BRAND EXPERIENCE
How will marketing help the organization create products, services and experiences that far exceed expectations for the value they bring?
Our digital world opens new opportunities to leverage the power of media and tech to evolve from generalized transactions to elevated
customer experiences. How will marketing help the entire company harness these new capabilities to create amazing experiences?

Refocus the entire organization
on the entire consumer journey.

Move from selling to service to
unlock purpose.

• It’s not just the product you
are selling. It’s the entire
experience at every point.
Building engagement along the
journey will drive increased
revenue. Data will inform the
products and services you
deliver at each point.

• The integration of media,
insights, data, tech, the supply
chain, content development
and delivery - they all have to
work together to move beyond
just product delivery.

For new ways to think
about brand-building
today, download the
new whitepaper from
WARC. LINK

• Everyone must play their part.
A lot of people in the
organization touch the
consumer experience. Educate
them on how their roles impact
delivering a sustained high-level
customer experience – from
packaging to retail and every
point in between.
• Establish yourself as the
“journey steward.” Given the
level of complexity that
consumer journeys represent,
there is a real need to
understand the new
connections enabled by new
technologies, and how
traditional roles may have
changed as a result.

Whether you lead a team
of two or 2,000, The
Practice of Innovation
report will provide you
with the mindset and
methods required to drive
meaningful change at
scale. LINK

• In B2B companies, the sales
team is seen as being closest to
the end-customer. As CMOs,
we educate the organization on
how marketing can help sales
by understanding the customer
more deeply to enhance the
journey throughout every step
in the sales funnel.
• Ground yourself in your
stakeholders. Look for ways to
serve them with more
authenticity, as their needs
change.

Insightful commentary
concerning the future of
marketing, the power of
purpose, and legal
aspects across the
ecosystem. LINK

Download the Yale School
of Management report on
management science for
modern businesses. LINK

Marketing is the conduit to
continued communication with
the leadership team.
• The C-Suite needs to be able to
turn to marketing – as the voice
of the customer. CMOs can
bring synergy to decisionmaking in the C-suite.

Insight from the B2B Institute
at LinkedIn on how to CMOs
can partner effectively in the
C-Suite. LINK
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

The CMO Growth Council Exchange
The CMO Exchange puts client-side
CMOs in direct contact with other
client-side CMOs who share the
same challenges that you do, and
are willing to share their practices,
approaches and expertise.

The Global CMO Growth Council Team ANA

Join over 200 CMOs in the
Global CMO Exchange
• LINK for More
• Contact Rochelle CarterWilson, CMO Exchange
Concierge at ANA

Adopt a universal framework of KPIs
to measure brand growth and value
Download Brand Growth
KPIs: New universal
frameworks for B4H
Brands. LINK

Download your CMO Executive
Brief. This quick read will provide you
with an executive brief on the
specific steps and actions that CMOs
around the world agreed to take to
transform marketing into a force for
growth and good.

Engage with the global CMO
community at the next CMO Working
Team Session, Executive Forum,
CMO Office Hours, or Summit.

NICK
PRIMOLA
EVP, Global CMO
Growth Council

SMITI
KUMAR
VP, Global CMO
Growth Council

nprimola@ana.net

• Data, Technology,
and Measurement
• Talent and
Marketing
Organization

MEG
WUBBENHORST
VP, Global CMO
Growth Council
• Brand, Creativity,
and Media
• Society and
Sustainability
mwubbenhorst@ana.net

skumar@ana.net

THE 2021 GLOBAL CMO
GROWTH SUMMIT
One of the world’s most influential
gatherings of business leaders.
• Download the Brief. LINK
• Schedule a One-to-One
Executive Briefing. LINK

Visit the CMO Events
landing page. LINK

Over the past 3 years, CMOs from the
world’s top brands have gathered at the
annual ANA Masters of Marketing
Conference for the Global CMO Growth
Summit. Together, they are transforming
the industry into a force for growth and a
force for good.
PRE-REGISTER NOW:
global-cmo-growth-council@ana.net
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